AREA Ruhr Guest Lectures / Lecture Series 2018
tentative schedule as of April 17, 2018

15.05.2018  Shaun Breslin (University of Warwick)
*The Role of transnational Governance in East Asian Regionalisation & Regionalism*
Location: UDE SG 183
Time: 4-6 pm
Guest Lecture

16.05.2018  Robert Pauls (RUB)
*From the shadows into the fold: Central bank policy and shadow money - the case of China*
Location: UDE SG 183
Time: 4-6 pm
AREA Ruhr Lecture Series

29.05.2018  Nahee Kang (King’s College London)
*The Institutional Evolution of East Asian Capitalisms from a Comparative Historical Perspective*
Location: UDE LE 736
Time: 4-6 pm
Guest Lecture

28.06.2018  Levi McLaughlin (NC State University)
*Religion, Development, and Political Conflict: Case Studies from Contemporary Asia*
Location: RUB GA 03/140
Time: 4-6 pm
Guest Lecture

03.07.2018  Sven Grimm (DIE Bonn)
*Title: TBA*
Location: UDE TBA
Time: 4-6 pm
Guest Lecture